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Download TBarCode Barcode Toolkit: TBarCode OCX (ActiveX barcode control), TBarCode.Barcode.Stripes (digit code
controls), COMTEX_TB_StripES (shortcut keys) or RadKiosk library. The development environment provides the ability to use

C++, Python, HTML, JavaScript, CSS, JS, SQL, PEI, MatLab, LabVIEW, BPWin tools. In accordance with the received
mapping file, you can determine the barcode of the product and freely select one of the proposed scanning modes: linear,

square, metric and fractional. Our company is developing this program as part of the Kodoscope solution, the work with which
can be expanded due to the possibility of supplementing the system of barcode scanners with additional equipment. Scanning a
barcode is carried out by the method of direct identification, in which the scanning head of the device makes movements along
the tracks located in a certain direction. While the display shows information about moving lines. With a stroke thickness of up
to 0.2 mm - 2.8 mm (Caparo) At 0.1 mm or more - 2 mm (Simpo XL, Inc.) This allows you to read the barcode at a distance of
up to 60 mm from its original position. Reading range up to 70 mm - Simpo XC (SIMPO-XCN) Range of distances between the
laser beam and the readable surface: Scanner "Barkodoscope-So" B4-0 (capsule). Barcode reading in direct identification mode

using the LabVIE method. Excellent price-performance ratio. Model: B4 Availability: In stock Barcode scanners
"Barokodoscopes-V" (cash registers) are designed to read barcode analysis of barcodes printed on standard offset paper 200 mm

wide, without the use of special rolls or forms. These barcode scanners can be used both standalone and as part of automation
systems. As a barcode scanner, both self-adhesive labels and branded printed papers are used, where processing of scanned

information
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